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About This Content

Survive the hazards of an apocalyptic future-Earth, unravel the demented plots of your team’s administrative assistant, and just
keep things copacetic, man!

Mini-Pack 2 includes three new decks to expand your gameplay options:

Hero: The Scholar

Villain: Miss Information

Environment: The Final Wasteland

Tip: Save money and get Season Pass 1, which includes this pack and many other expansions.
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I found out about this game through reddit. I am satisfied and haven't looked back since :). Very fun game, challenging and
exciting.
I give it 5 out of 5 Little Boy Butts (LBB)

5/5 LBB

I recommend.. The game was difficult in the beggining and the drops seem to show up at the worst times but this game can be
addicting and fun as you aim for the top score.. this game is absolutely amazing, it is a great party game but i wish it had online
multiplayer. 10/10 would play intead of do homework. 6 Months ago the Devs said that they plan to add achievements. The
game still doesn't have achievements.

relevent thread:
http://steamcommunity.com/app/428630/discussions/0/458607518209265983/. Unlike the other DLC, this is quite interesting.
Is an sneaking mission using Natalia, with a really weird story and setting. It almost looks like a Silent Hill game. Having said
that, I dont know if its worth the full price, I would wait for a sale.. If you liked Htol#NiQ, you'll like this. Same kind of puzzles,
same art style, same vibes. The only real major difference is that you have complete control instead of having to guide your
character via mouse controls.

This gets points for turning the blood ON, but I like Htol#NiQ a lot more. This feels like it leans too far into the grimness that
these little NIS games have a bit much, but it's still a really enjoyable distractilon.
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No servers.
 Try to host a server. *game crashes*
Would not recommend.
*refunds. quot;this is the game warsim, a command prompt based game, which, though simple on the visuals, is amazing in
depth, and the game is outright spectacular. when i first heard of it on itch.io, i supported it, due to its potential. The developer
is wuite committed, and is a very kind person. Two trairs any dev should have. I beelive the game takes the compariosn of
graphics vs gameplay to a whole new level: minial graphics, maximum gameplay ad replayability. IF Mount and blade had a
baby with dwarf fortress, this would be the result. The Dev has done what many big publishers would consider outright
impossible: he created a masterpiece without realistic graphics or linear gameplay. I rate this game 10/10. audio is minimal, but i
like it. Final comment, to the developer, Keep up the amazing work!"
. One of my favourite childhood games. Basic idea is simple and entertaining for a while. Uses SecuROM DRM (limited
amount of installations) and the multiplayer is not available because of GameSpy shutdown. The single player consists of 21
missions labeled "Challenges". They start to feels tedious after a while and at the later levels winning is determined by your AI
allies, who can be decent help or totally random. Some could argue that this reflects the multiplayer experience. Cannot really
recommend a broken game.. Sucks that no one plays it...

would have an amzing player base if it went the JACKBOX style...

seems like devs are justout for money. If you're terrified of that moment when you're in a swimming pool at night, look down,
you can't see the bottom and imagine what might be lurking down there waiting for you, like I am, this game is your worst
nightmare.

This game scares me to death (quite literally because sometimes I close my eyes and when I open them, whoop I'm dead). All
you want to do is move frantically, run away, but you are stuck moving at a snail's pace while you see your impending doom
below you. Or, rather, don't see. Because you get pulses of vision and then everything goes dark again. I am playing this game
slowly, one level in one sitting, because it freakin scares me. The antipation of the unknown deaths you will suffer makes the
whole game play experience so tense.

I bought this game to scare me. It delivered, better than I ever expected. It may not scare some, but if staring into the dark scares
you, just wait until you see what's staring back.. i played it for a little bit and thought it was rather good. soon realised how
boring this game actually is. if you want a racing game go for forza or grand turismo as their better designed games and less
repetative racing
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